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Jung’s Red Book is remarkable: visually stunning, imposing (both the original and the facsimile),
mysterious, illuminating the development both of C. G. Jung as an individual and of Jungian
psychology as a movement. From another perspective, as I will argue, The Red Book is
unexceptional (except for its aesthetic quality) for it is a typical product of a series of theurgical
operations such as have been practiced for thousands of years. As such, The Red Book is
especially valuable for our postmodern age, because it is an example of how the spirit of the
depths can be encountered and accommodated in our time.

Theurgy Then and Now
The word “theurgy” (Grk. theourgia) is commonly explained as “god-work” and contrasted with
“theology,” or “god-talk.”1 The term was apparently coined in the late second century CE by the
Platonists Julian the Chaldean and his son, Julian the Theurgist, but their psychospiritual
practices have their roots in prehistory, for Neoplatonic theurgy is best understood as a
refinement and philosophical systematization of much older spiritual practices. In fact, many of
the sages of ancient Greece, including Pythagoras, Parmenides, Empedocles, and others in the
Platonic tradition, have the characteristics of shamans, and it is possible the ancient Greeks
learned shamanic practices in the seventh century BCE when they came into contact with people
living north of the Black Sea; in archaic Greece these sages were called iatromanteis “healerseers.”2 Indeed, Peter Kingsley has argued that the story of Pythagoras’ meeting with Abaris
reflects a spiritual empowerment from a Central-Asian Avar shaman, which seeded the Western
spiritual tradition.3 Thus there may be common roots to Tibetan Buddhism and Greek theurgy.
Other important sources for theurgy are Egyptian ritual practices, including institutional
practices, such as “opening the mouth” to ensoul statues,4 and individual practices, such as found
* This is an abridged preprint of a chapter to appear in Murray Stein and Thomas Arzt (Eds.), Jung’s Red
Book for Our Time: Searching for Soul under Postmodern Conditions, Vol IV (Chiron, 2020).
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in the Graeco-Egyptian magical papyri.5 In addition there is a vertical continuum of motive and
practice between theurgy and lower forms of magic (thaumaturgy, goêteia).6
As James Hillman observes, “There are striking likenesses between the main themes of
Neoplatonism and archetypal psychology.” 7 As a distinct development in the Platonic tradition,
Neoplatonism has its origins in Alexandria, a melting pot of Graeco-Roman, African, and Middle
Eastern cultures and spiritual traditions. Neoplatonists developed a theoretical foundation for
theurgical practice, which survives primarily in the work commonly known as De Mysteriis (On
the Mysteries) by Iamblichus of Chalcis (c.245–c.325 CE), a Syrian who became head
(diadokhos) of the Platonic Academy in Athens and codified the Pythagorean curriculum. 8 The
work’s actual title is “The Reply of the Master Abammôn to the Letter of Porphyry to Anebô,
and the Solutions to the Questions it Contains.” It is commonly supposed that “Abammôn” is a
pseudonym adopted by Iamblichus, but another possibility is that Abammôn was his inner guide
who dictated the text, analogous to Philemon’s role in The Red Book: “he said things which I had
not consciously thought. For I observed clearly that it was he who spoke, not I.” 9 In the text
Abammôn identifies himself as the teacher of Anebô, to whom the letter was addressed and who
is perhaps the alter ego of Iamblichus.10
Although theurgical practices were never absent from western Europe, they were
advanced significantly by the formation of the Platonic Academy in Florence in 1462, arguably
the single event most responsible for the Italian Renaissance. This was a direct consequence of
George Gemistos’ (c.1360–1452) defense of Platonism against Aristotelianism at the Council of
Union between the eastern and western churches at Ferrara and Florence in 1438–1439. He
called himself Plêthôn and was, as was revealed after his death, a practicing Neopagan who
hoped to establish Neoplatonism as a universal religion. Marsilio Ficino (1433–1499), as
founding head of the Platonic Academy, translated many Platonic and Neoplatonic texts, as well
as the Hermetica, and explained theurgical practices in his Three Books on Life.11 As Hillman
observed, “Ficino was writing, not philosophy as has always been supposed, but an archetypal
psychology.”12 Ficino developed a Christian Neoplatonic theurgy, and his student Giovanni Pico
della Mirandola (1463–1494) further integrated it with qabalah.
As will be explained later, theurgy makes use of ritual, which Robert Johnson defines as
“symbolic behavior, consciously performed.”13 Therefore, theurgy is an important part of
ceremonial magic as presented, for example, in the influential Three Books of Occult Philosophy
by Henry Cornelius Agrippa (1486–1535).14 Theurgical practices also continued—albeit in a less
magical/occult and more philosophical/scientific guise—in late nineteenth and early twentieth
century movements such as theosophy, anthroposophy, and spiritualism. Historically, this brings
us to the threshold of Jung’s discovery of active imagination and the beginnings of The Red
Book. His experiments were not unprecedented, however, and Mary Watkins’ Waking Dreams
provides a good survey of imaginative practices throughout history, and especially in the early
history of psychology.15 Further, there has been a resurgence of interest in practical theurgy,
evidenced by a half-dozen “how to” books published in the last decade.16

The Red Book
It is in this broader context that we can consider Jung’s Red Book. It is a remarkable piece of
work, with aesthetic, spiritual, intellectual, biographical, and historical value, but we can ask
what sets it apart from other products of channeling, automatic writing, and similar practices.
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Certainly we are struck by the aesthetics of The Red Book. Off and on for 16 years, Jung
transcribed his experiences and interpretations with elegant gothic calligraphy into a massive
red-leather bound volume symbolic of the importance of the experiences to Jung and to Jungians.
In it he has used symbolically potent images to express what could not be expressed in words.
Some of these images are famous and familiar from Jung’s published works, others are less
familiar.
The Red Book is also exceptional for the transformative effect it had on Jung, which we
can see in his account of these experiences. It displays for us the value but also the difficulty of
an extended theurgic operation such as he undertook. These experiences are an essential part of
Jung’s biography and help us to understand the intellectual and spiritual development of this
seminal figure. Summing up his account in Memories, Dreams, Reflections, he says:
The years when I was pursuing my inner images were the most important in my
life—in them everything essential was decided. It all began then; the later details
are only supplements and clarifications of the material that burst forth from the
unconscious, and at first swamped me. It was the prima materia for a lifetime’s
work.17
Reading The Red Book, we can see the accuracy of his claim, and so The Red Book is significant
as the founding document of analytical psychology. It is the wellspring of a system of ideas that
has had enormous influence in literature, art, anthropology, science, religion, and of course
psychology. That is, while the ideas recorded in The Red Book were especially significant for
Jung himself, they also have profound cultural significance.
We can compare The Red Book to the Chaldean Oracles, which resulted from the theurgy
of the two Julians in the late second century CE.18 We read that the elder Julian prayed that his
unborn son would have the soul of an archangel, and later effected a conjunction or alliance
(sustasis: see below) of his son with the soul of Plato, which he was able to behold and to
question at will.19 For centuries the Oracles provided the central text around which Neoplatonists
framed their philosophical commentaries; they were “the paradigmatic example of inspired,
theurgic divination for the Neoplatonists,”20 much as The Red Book is the paradigmatic example
of active imagination for Jungians. Unfortunately, the complete Oracles have been lost since at
least the twelfth century and survive only in fragments, and so scholars are obliged to infer their
content from surviving commentaries. Similarly, but in a different way, The Red Book was
inaccessible for nearly a century, and Jungian scholars had to infer its content from some isolated
extracts and from allusions in the writings of Jung and a few others who had seen it.
Nevertheless, despite the importance of The Red Book in the development of Jungian
psychology, I think it is essential to recognize that it reflects a stage in Jung’s personal process of
individuation, a particular developmental phase. He had the experiences he needed to have in
order to progress. In the process, he made discoveries that are applicable to us all, but we cannot
take The Red Book as gospel. It was indeed a revelation, but it was the personal revelation that
Jung needed then. Like Jung, we need to separate the personal from the collective, and in
addition we need to seek our own personal revelations. Theurgy is a means to do so.
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Neoplatonic Cosmology
To explain Neoplatonic theurgy it will be useful to review briefly Neoplatonic
cosmology from a Jungian perspective.21 This cosmology varies, of course,
among Neoplatonic philosophers, but for our purposes the relatively simple
system of Plotinus will suffice.22 The four levels of reality are symbolized
well by the Tetractys, the sacred symbol of the Pythagoreans (see figure).
Essential to any Platonic philosophy, of course, are the Platonic Forms or Ideas, which
are understood as the immaterial and eternal causes of the things and processes in material or
sensible reality. Sensible reality is represented by the four elements on the lowest row of the
Tetractys. This “Cosmic Body,” which exists in (four-dimensional) time and space, is the realm
of Becoming. The realm of the Platonic Ideas, in contrast, is understood as a kind of Cosmic
Mind or Intellect (Grk. Nous) in which the Ideas reside in timeless relationship. It is the realm of
Being, of what is or is not, of duality (hence represented by the row of two in the Tetractys).
Significantly for theurgical purposes, the Cosmic Nous is the ontological level where the gods, as
atemporal essences, also reside.
The timeless, non-spatial realm of the incorporeal Ideas is opposed to the spatiotemporal
material world, and according to Pythagorean principles, any coniunctio oppositorum requires a
mediating third, which shares characteristics with each of the opposites. The necessary mediating
element that joins the Cosmic Mind and Cosmic Body is the Cosmic Soul (Psyche) or Anima
Mundi, which is incorporeal, but exists in time and space; it is represented by the row of three.
This intermediate level of reality is the realm where the daimones reside, for they are emanations
of the gods and serve as the mediating spirits who allow time- and space-bound beings such as us
to interact with the (timeless, non-spatial) gods.23 They are the gods’ ministers, for they carry out
the eternal gods’ intentions in the material world.
To complete the picture, Platonists postulate an ultimate principle of unity, The Ineffable
One (to arrhêton hen), symbolized by the apex of the Tetractys. Because it is above the level of
the Cosmic Mind, where duality resides, The One is paradoxical (like the Jungian Self): it cannot
be said to exist or not to exist, or even to be or not to be. Therefore it is called arrhêton
(unsayable, unspeakable, ineffable, not to be divulged). Since it is ineffable, it can be known
only through mystical union. Because it organizes and contains everything potentially, it must
comprise things that are opposed in actuality. 24 As Philemon tells the dead:
I begin with nothingness. Nothingness is the same as the fullness. In infinity full
is as good as empty. Nothingness is empty and full. You might just as well say
anything else about nothingness, for instance, that it is white, or black, or that it
does not exist, or that it exists. That which is endless and eternal has no qualities,
since it has all qualities.25 … We call this nothingness or fullness the Pleroma.
Therein both thinking and being cease, since the eternal and endless possess no
qualities.26
Jung identifies the Pleroma with the Unus Mundus, the ultimate principle of cosmic unity. 27
Although Neoplatonic ideas and practices, including theurgy, have been absorbed into
monotheistic religions, they are most at home in polytheism, which recognizes that the various
gods and daimones have their own agendas and pull us in different directions. Some of them may
be better or worse for us as individuals or for the world as a whole, but that does not imply they
are absolutely good or evil. Monotheistic religions often feel obliged to interpret such differences
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as clashes of good and evil, whereas ancient polytheistic religions understood that the various
(non-omnipotent, non-omniscient) gods might have conflicting intentions. The value of a
polytheistic perspective has been recognized in archetypal psychology as well. 28 Quoth
Philemon:
Happy am I who can recognize the multiplicity and diversity of the Gods. But
woe unto you, who replace this incompatible multiplicity with a single God.29
In Neoplatonism The Ineffable One is an abstract principle of unity and not a personified
god per se; the actual gods are images or emanations of The One in the Nous. Although
Platonists identify The One with The Good, it is a very abstract notion of the good, which is far
removed from ethics and accommodates a diversity of gods with diverse interests. The Good
itself is formless (because prior to the Forms), but the gods’ desire for The Good causes them to
“seek life, eternal existence, and activity.” 30 Therefore The Good
preserves those things in being and makes the thinking things think and the living
things live, inspiring thought, inspiring life and, if something cannot live,
inspiring it to exist.31
Analogous to light, which makes visible things visible, The Good is the formless vital energy by
which the Forms move us; psychologically, it is the libido of the archetypes, which is beyond
good and evil.
As Philemon told the dead, “If the Pleroma had an essence, Abraxas would be its
manifestation” for the nature of this god is effectiveness, which unfolds without limit. 32
However, “Abraxas is the God who is difficult to grasp” because he is “a God to whom nothing
can be attributed, who has all qualities and therefore none”; Abraxas transcends God and Devil,
good and evil.33
Truly, this God is and is not, since from being and nonbeing everything emerged
that was, is, and will be.34
The microcosm mirrors the macrocosm, and the individual human is a
mirror of the cosmos, which can be symbolized by an inverted Tetractys (see
figure). Jung referred to the Gnostic symbol of the reversed cones in
connection with his vision on the third day (“Resolution”).35 Elijah told him “it
is just the same, above or below.”36
As we each have our individual material body, so we also have an
individual nous, or intuiting mind, in which reside images of the eternal Ideas
in the Cosmic Nous. These are the archetypal ideas for, as Jung explained,
“‘Archetype’ is an explanatory paraphrase of the Platonic εἶδος.”37 The
archetypes are
active living dispositions, ideas in the Platonic sense, that preform and continually
influence our thoughts and feelings and actions.38
Among the Ideas are the gods, and therefore many of the archetypes are eternal Forms of
behavior or personalities. Jung called them “the ruling powers, the Gods, that is, images of
dominating laws and principles.”39 As the gods emanate their ministering daimones, so their
archetypal structures in the individual psyche engender personal daimones, which develop along
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with the individual and adapt the archetypes to an individual’s life and experience. They are the
complexes which develop from the archetypes and can possess or inspire a person, for
“complexes behave like independent beings.” 40 Moreover, our experiences are not completely
personal, and many are shared with larger groups: families, communities, nations, cultures;
therefore, not all daimones are personal (oikeioi) daimones, but some are shared within these
groups.41
Finally, in each person’s psyche there is an image of The Ineffable One, its paradoxical
center and circumference, which Jung called the Self and the God-image within.42 Proclus called
it “the flower of the whole soul” (anthos pasês tês psukhês)43 and the way by which we can
approach The One:
For every thing therefore entering into the unspeakable depths [arrhêton
eisduomenon] of its own nature, finds there the symbol of the father of all [to
sumbolon tou pantôn patros].44

Neoplatonic Theurgy
With this background, we now can explain the theoretical basis of theurgy.45 According to
Neoplatonism, everything exists in lines or rays of emanation or irradiation from The One, which
are called seirai (chords, chains, lines, series, lineages). That is, the gods and other archetypal
Ideas are images descendent from The One, and the daimones and other psychical forms are
images descendent from the gods and other Platonic Forms in the Nous. Finally, sensible objects
and processes are material images of the psychical forms in the Anima Mundi. This includes
humans, who also belong to these divine lineages.
Objects and processes that are in the chains or lineages of particular archetypal Ideas
incorporate the characteristic action or energy (energeia) of these Ideas; they bear the signatures
of their archetypal progenitors. These objects and processes can then be used in theurgy for
reconnecting with the daimones and gods in their lineage. Because everything in material reality
partakes of divinity, material reality provides the means for contacting divinity. Proclus explains:
So by observing such things and connecting them to the appropriate heavenly
beings, the ancient wise men brought divine powers into the region of mortals,
attracting them through likeness. For likeness is sufficient to join beings to one
another.46
When an object or process is used in theurgy in this way it is called a sumbolon (symbol,
sign, permit, covenant) or sunthêma (pre-agreed signal, watchword, agreement). Such symbols
tune theurgists’ souls to particular archetypal energies and allow them to ascend a divine chain.
As emanations of particular gods, these symbols have an inherent affinity for those gods. As
Iamblichus explains,
it is the accomplishment of acts not to be divulged, and the power of unutterable
symbols, understood solely by the gods, to whom these symbols relate, that
establishes theurgic union. Hence, we do not bring about these things by
intellection alone.… For even when we are not engaged in intellection, the
symbols themselves, by themselves, perform their appropriate work, and the
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ineffable power of the gods, to whom these symbols relate, itself recognizes the
proper images of itself, not through being aroused by our thought. 47
Since all material objects are divine emanations, they all have ritual power as symbols, though
some are more potent than others. Therefore, theurgists invoke particular divine energies by
using fruit, flowers, and other plants; metals, gems, and stones; oils and incenses; feathers,
bones, and other animal products; and artifacts such as rings, icons, and statues. Theurgists also
make use of more abstract symbols, “characters” (kharaktêres) such as diagrams and engraved
figures. Hymns, chants, and prayers also function as immaterial theurgical symbols and use
names, epithets, and mythological allusions to engage a particular divine energy. Finally,
theurgists may apply electional astrology to the timing of a ritual, using in effect the
configuration of the heavens as a symbolic connection. Theurgists combine appropriate symbols
to create a powerful ritual instrument to contact a particular god (i.e., to constellate a particular
archetype).48
Ancient theurgists speak of congress with gods and goddesses, but I think Plutarch stated
correctly that these interactions are with the daimones generated from these gods and
goddesses.49 If we understand deities to be outside of time and space, then we cannot expect
them to respond to our time-bound rituals; they are impassible. Their daimones, however, are
specifically their projections into time and space, and into our individual psyches; their function
is to adapt the divine eternal and universal archetypal gods to particular times, places, and
individuals. Therefore daimones often go by the same names as their progenitor gods; as
Plutarch says:
if we call some of the daimones by the current name of gods, that is no cause for
wonder; for each of them is wont to be called after that god with whom he is
allied and from whom he has derived his portion of power and honor.50
As a consequence, our theurgy is primarily with our personal daimones, which is as it should be,
for this is the gods’ way of caring for us as individuals. Indeed, Jung said he communicated with
the archetypal Anima only after many years of dealing with her emissaries. 51
Neoplatonic theurgical operations (praxeis) fall into five broad categories: incubation,
animation, alliance, binding, and ascent. 52 Ancient Neoplatonists, like modern analytical
psychologists, paid a lot of attention to dreams, and they practiced incubation (egkoimêsis)—
often in caves, temples, or other sacred places—to seek dreams for divination or healing. 53 This
practice built on a much more ancient tradition of seeking healing dreams in the temples of
Asclepius.54 Rituals for dream divination are also found in the Graeco-Egyptian magical
papyri,55 and a Neoplatonic treatise on dreams was composed by Synesius of Cyrene, a student
of Hypatia.56
“Animation” refers to the ensouling (empsukhôsis) of a divine image (agalma). An image
of a deity is already a symbol of that deity, and the symbolic connection is strengthened by
incorporating other appropriate symbols (e.g., attributes, characters, gems). The animation ritual
(telestikê) is consummated by invoking the spirit into the image as it is completed (e.g., painting
the eyes or mouth). This practice can be compared to the Egyptian ritual for “opening the
mouth,” which was used to animate statues as well as mummies. 57 Tibetan Buddhist thangka
paintings, which are symbolically precise, provide another informative comparison: painting
them is a contemplative practice in which the first mark is the deity’s seed syllable and “Last to
be painted are the pupils of the deity’s eyes, which brings the deity to life, an act that is usually
performed by the teacher.”58 Once the image has been animated, it can be used as a vehicle for
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communicating with the indwelling spirit. Although the operation is sometimes described as
“making a god,” it is more like constructing a radio that operates on a particular frequency band.
The god is not in the image (or anywhere else in space), but its particular energy is focused in the
animated image. When the theurgist’s mind is similarly focused, the image becomes a shared
space for their interaction.
Another fundamental theurgical operation is sustasis, which may be translated as
meeting, conjunction, communication, protection, friendship, or alliance. By this process a
theurgist establishes a relationship with a god or daimôn—a pact, if you will—for their mutual
accommodation. Interests are communicated and arrangements are made. Julian the Theurgist is
supposed to have had a sustasis with the soul of Plato through which he received the Chaldean
Oracles.59 The god or daimôn may teach the theurgist the symbols and rituals by which they are
best invoked.60 Sustasis is the closest analogue to active imagination.
“Binding and release” (desmos kai ekklusis) is the operation by which a deity is invoked
into another person so that they are possessed, “held down” (katokhos), by the god or daimôn.
The goal is to allow more direct interaction with the deity than what might be possible through
alliance or an animated image. In ancient times a prepubescent child was often used as the
receiver (dokheus) because they were believed to purer receptacles (a result, I suspect, of having
less developed personal daimones/complexes). It seems plausible that this operation is how
Julian the Chaldean first introduced his son to the soul of Plato.
A fifth important operation is the theurgical ascent (anagôgê) by which a theurgist
ascends a god’s chain to achieve contact and union with the deity. Although The One is
ultimately ineffable, in the Platonic tradition it is said to have three primary attributes: its beauty,
wisdom, and goodness, which provide three primary paths of ascent correlated with the three
“Chaldean virtues”: love (eros), truth (alêtheia), and trust (pistis).61 These ascents (erotic,
contemplative, operative) proceed through stages of awakening, purification, illumination, and
union (henôsis, also called completion, teleiôsis, or deification, theôsis), which are symbolized
by the Tetractys and are parallel to initiations in the ancient mysteries. If we are drawn upward
by the beauty of The One, then we are following the Path of Love, which is outlined in Plato’s
Symposium; the theurgist progressively contemplates beauty in the body, beauty in the soul, Ideal
beauty, and ultimately the beauty of The One. This contemplative path has further elaborations in
the Western tradition, including Ficino’s Symposium and Pico’s Commentary on a Canzone of
Benivieni. The Path of Truth is focused on the wisdom of The One and makes use of dialectical,
allegorical, and symbolic reading and interpretation; on contemplation of the Ideas in nature; and
ultimately on apophatic comprehension of The One. Finally we have the Path of Trust, which is
directed toward the goodness of The One. This approach makes the greatest use of material
symbols and is less contemplative and more ritualistic than the others. It may involve a ritual of
symbolic death and rebirth.62
Given these rites of ascent toward The One, the reader might ask about theurgical rituals
of descent, which don’t fit so well with Platonic ideals of illumination and elevation. Thus
Neoplatonic theurgy might seem to be one-sided and unbalanced, repressing the dark depths. 63
Descents (katabaseis) do appear in classical literature and there are hints of philosophical
descents, which come closer to theurgy, but the topic is beyond the scope of this essay.64 In any
case, the theurgical practices for ascending to the gods are similar to those for descending into
the depths of the collective unconscious; as Heraclitus taught, “the way up, down: one and the
same.”65
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Jung’s experiences—both his spontaneous visions and active imaginations—were
disturbing, even traumatic.
I stood helpless before an alien world; everything in it seemed difficult and
incomprehensible. I was living in a constant state of tension; often I felt as if
gigantic blocks of stone were tumbling down upon me. One thunderstorm
followed another. My enduring these storms was a question of brute strength. 66
Are such experiences a necessary concomitant of theurgy? While encounters with gods and
daimones can be expected to be sometimes bizarre, uncomfortable, threatening, and even
dangerous, with appropriate training, guidance, and initiation theurgy need not be traumatic.
Although theurgy has existed for millennia, Jung was a pioneer in its use in psychology; he was
flying blind, finding his way as he went, “a voyage of discovery to the other pole of the world.”67
Unlike ancient theurgists, he had not been properly initiated; he did not know what to expect.
Thanks to his investigations and those of other analytical psychologists, we now know better
how to engage in active imagination. The tradition of theurgy also provides a context of practice
that enhances the psychospiritual value of these practices and decreases their dangers.

Neoplatonic Spirituality for our Time
How then should we—in the twenty-first century, a century after it was written—respond to The
Red Book? It is a result of theurgical practices, which are central to Neoplatonism, and so I
believe this philosophy provides a context for assimilating The Red Book. We must understand
Neoplatonism, however, as a philosophy in the ancient sense, that is, not merely as a theoretical
system or dogma, but as a comprehensive way of life.68 In particular Neoplatonism implies an
ethical orientation and a system of spiritual practices, including theurgy, which enables us to
engage with the divine.
The Red Book immediately presents us with an opposition between the spirit of the depths
and the spirit of this time, but Neoplatonism supplies the coniunctio oppositorum needed to heal
the split. This may seem unlikely, given the common understanding of Platonism as dualistic, but
Neoplatonism in particular is fundamentally monistic, for the material world is an emanation of
The One through the hypostases, and therefore the material world is infused with divine energy,
which is why theurgy works. This is the Unus Mundus, which Jung described as “the original,
non-differentiated unity of the world or of Being.”69

The Spirit of the Depths
Let us consider first how Neoplatonism accommodates the spirit of the depths. Jung and The Red
Book show us the way forward, but we must take The Red Book as example not as scripture. As
Jung wrote in it:
I give you news of the way of this man, but not of your own way.… May each go
his own way. I will be no savior, no lawgiver, no master teacher unto you. You
are no longer little children.70
Some of the insights he gained from his experiment are universal, but we cannot ignore its
fundamentally personal nature; the spirits of the depths were addressing Jung and his soul
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specifically. Therefore we should follow his example; make the journey and engage with the
spirits that we encounter. Jung also recommended that his patients produce their own Red
Books.71
In other words, we should recognize The Red Book as what is sometimes called a “spirit
journal” (liber spirituum), that is, a record of interactions with the spirit world. The words and
images in such a book, since they come from the depths, become numinous symbols, themselves
capable of engaging the divine energies. The spirit journal becomes animated, ensouled. It
becomes a potent ritual object, a talisman. Therefore, it is appropriate to give it a special
embodiment, as Jung did his Red Book. “I should advise you to put it all down as beautifully as
you can—in some beautifully bound book,” he is reported to have said, “for in that book is your
soul.”72
Jung’s Red Book is a concrete example of the importance of theurgical operations for the
theurgist and potentially for the world. Most of our spirit journals, however, will have only
personal relevance, but that is enough. Indeed, we should avoid the hubris and inflation of
assuming that our theurgical experiences apply to others. Let each be the prophet of their own
religion.
The Red Book is important as the result of a series of active imaginations (in which
indeed the techniques of active imagination were developed) and as an example of the value of
active imagination. To understand its significance for our times, we should understand active
imagination as a particular theurgical technique. Like other forms of theurgy, active imagination
seeks acquaintance and interaction with autonomous, eternal psychical beings: in psychological
terms, archetypes and complexes; in Neoplatonic terms, gods and daimones. Both theurgy and
active imagination use symbols as a means of establishing this contact, for symbols are images
born of these archetypal Ideas and can be used to awaken their energeia in our psyches. Both use
techniques of unguided visualization. Once the symbols have been deployed in a suitable ritual
(“symbolic behavior, consciously performed”), the imagination is opened (the temenos is
entered) as a space in which the ego can interact with whatever is present.
This interaction may be a source of aid and inspiration, as it was for ancient poets,
philosophers, and sages, and as it was for Jung. But we must avoid an instrumental or
transactional approach, attempting to satisfy the ego’s needs—to command the gods and
daimones—which makes the fatal, Faustian mistake of assuming the ego is in control. 73 The
difference is between theurgy (mutual accommodation of mortal and divine, assimilation of the
ego to the gods) and thaumaturgy (attempting to satisfy the ego’s desires).
Jung describes his transformation into the Leontocephalus as a deification and compares
it to the deification of Lucian in the Mysteries of Isis.74 Active imagination, like other forms of
theurgy, brings us into contact with the psychical powers that regulate our lives, and as a
consequence of that experience, we may live better, which is the goal of ancient philosophy. In
this way we come to reside in the psychical realm with the gods and daimones, “to become gods
so far as possible for mortals” as Plato taught.75 This does not mean we should indulge in an
inflated notion of our own perfection. As Plotinus said, “our goal is not to be morally flawless,
but to be gods,”76 which I understand to mean that the goal is to experience consciously the
divine within oneself. We do this by coming to identify with our individual nous, which is the
image of the Cosmic Nous, where the eternal gods reside.77
A fundamental goal of Neoplatonic spiritual practices is henôsis, to become one (Grk.
hen), that is, unified, undivided. Likewise, the principal developmental goal of analytical
psychology is individuation, to become individuus (undivided, indivisible), and the
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psychological process of individuation provides a framework for understanding the goals, means,
and experience of henôsis.78 Porphyry (c.234–c.305 CE) explained what to do
if you would practice to ascend into yourself, collecting together all the powers
which the body has scattered and broken up into a multitude of parts unlike their
former unity to which concentration lent strength. You should collect and
combine into one the thoughts implanted within you, endeavoring to isolate those
that are confused, and to drag to light those that are enveloped in darkness.79
This entails understanding experientially one’s relation to the gods and living accordingly.
Jung’s “most difficult experiment,” which produced The Red Book, was confined to six
years (1913–1919); it was apparently an arduous, even traumatic experience, but provided
material that he spent the rest of his life assimilating. 80 Given his experience, one might ask
whether ordinary people should practice active imagination or theurgy, or only those exceptional
individuals with the talent, discipline, and psychological toughness. Indeed, Jung warned, “It
must not by any means be supposed that the technique described is suitable for general use or
imitation.”81 Or, on the contrary, should ordinary people practice theurgy with a goal of
psychological individuation?
In the early days of analytical psychology there was a concern that active imagination
could unleash latent psychoses, and therefore that it should be practiced only under the guidance
of a Jungian analyst.82 “It is potentially dangerous, because it amounts to a self-induced
psychotic episode,” according to Anthony Stevens. 83 Similarly, instruction in theurgical
techniques often have been confined to groups (e.g., spiritual, magical, or religious orders) in
which these practices were learned under the guidance of a spiritual director who could monitor
the aspirant’s psychological health and spiritual progress; initiatory degrees formalized
suitability and readiness to learn more advanced techniques. Nevertheless, there is growing
recognition that active imagination is not dangerous for most people, especially if they have an
experienced guide, and we may say the same about theurgy in general. 84 Many of the pitfalls can
be avoided by staying grounded in ordinary life, as Jung recognized:
Particularly at this time, when I was working on the fantasies, I needed a point of
support in “this world,” and I may say that my family and my professional work
were that to me.85
“Balance finds the way.”86 That is, balance must be preserved between the psychical and sensible
worlds or, we might say, between the spirit of the depths and the spirit of this time. The theurgist
visits and converses with gods and daimones, but is obliged to return and to bring back
something that improves this earthly life:
This idea—that I was committing myself to a dangerous enterprise not for myself
alone, but also for the sake of my patients—helped me over several critical
phases.87
Moreover, in active imagination or any kind of theurgy, it is essential to maintain an
ethical stance, since the gods and daimones that we encounter are not bound by twenty-first
century notions of right and wrong, nor of what might be best for the theurgist in conventional
terms.88 “For god all things are beautiful, good, and just,” says Heraclitus, “but humans have
assumed some things unjust, some others just.”89 Quite literally the gods are beyond good and
evil, which are our responsibility, and so theurgists should have a secure ethical position. This,
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again, is an advantage of having an analyst or spiritual director, who can provide a sanity check,
and is also why theurgical teachings are sometimes restricted to those who have demonstrated
ethical readiness, as formalized in the degree systems of some spiritual orders.
Books such as Robert Johnson’s Inner Work show that active imagination is not difficult
to learn, and basic theurgical techniques are not much more difficult. 90 Nevertheless we may
wonder how many people will devote the time to learn the techniques and have the discipline for
regular theurgical practice. Could it become a common practice, an ordinary part of people’s
spiritual lives, or will it remain confined to specialists with the time and inclination?
“The path is very difficult,” Jung admits.91 Perhaps it is unrealistic to expect theurgy to
become a common practice, but if it does not, how will non-theurgists come to know the spirit of
the depths? Presumably vicariously, from the theurgical experiences of others and their
interpretations, as we do reading The Red Book and Jungian psychological literature. But there is
a danger that those who don’t practice theurgy will treat its products, such as The Red Book, with
excessive reverence (or alternately, with disdain). (Observe your own reaction to some other
representatives of the genre, such as The Urantia Book or The Book of the Law.) This is
analogous I suppose to science; most people have neither the time nor skill and knowledge for
scientific investigation, so they learn from the publicly verified scientific discoveries of others.
Yet The Red Book warns:
Woe betide those who live by way of examples! Life is not with them. If you live
according to an example, you thus live the life of that example, but who should
live your own life if not yourself? So live yourselves.92
Liber Secundus is headed by two quotations from Jeremiah (23: 16, 25–28); the prophets
“speak a vision of their own heart, and not out of the mouth of the Lord.” What are we to make
of the insights gained through theurgy? Some theurgists call it “unverified personal gnosis,” for
it is surely a gnosis, a knowing, but it might be particular to the receiver, not universally valid. Is
the knowledge divine or daimonic? By “daimonic” I do not mean that there is anything evil
(demonic) about it, only that it comes from one’s personal daimones, one’s psychological
complexes, not from the archetypal gods common to all people. Even if it ultimately comes from
the gods, it is conveyed by the daimones (the gods’ messengers), and hence contaminated by
personal content.
Sometimes unverified personal gnosis can become verified, for example, when several
people independently have the same experiences. Even in these cases, it is possible that the
agreement is a result of culturally shared daimones (complexes) and of limited applicability.
Nevertheless, verification is possible. Jung’s visions on the railroad to Schaffhausen were
validated by the outbreak of the First World War, which revealed their collective character.93
Amplification, which seeks parallels in other cultures, for example in mythology and folklore,
can also help to verify universality. For example, the receipt of the Daoist Secret of the Golden
Flower from Richard Wilhelm transformed Jung’s interpretation of his inner experiences.94
Certainly, with practice one may become a better prophet (a messenger of the divine).
One way is to become very familiar, through theurgy, with one’s personal daimones. By
knowing them better, one can better filter out their distortions, their individual biases. Knowing
your Shadow is, of course, a key instance. As The Red Book says,
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He who comprehends the darkness in himself, to him the light is near. He who
climbs down into his darkness reaches the staircase of the working light, firemaned Helios.95
I think it is also important to accept that we can never eliminate the personal element, and so we
should have the humility to realize that our gnosis is personal and should not be imposed on
others. No doubt, some will know their daimones so well or will have daimones to close to the
collective archetypes that they will be able to bring forth universal truths. They are rightly called
prophets and their pronouncements are revelations. However, the danger of inflation is so great,
that it is best to assume that personal content is always present. I think The Red Book is a perfect
example; it took the work of Jung and his colleagues many decades to separate the universal
elements from those particular to Jung at that time in his life.

The Spirit of our Time
Neoplatonism can help us negotiate our relation to the spirit of the depths, but this ancient
philosophy can also unite it with the spirit of this time. In particular, it supports a worldview that
is compatible with contemporary science and helps to complete it. 96 In fact, Neoplatonism has
been an important, if subliminal, influence in science for centuries.97 Not surprisingly, perhaps,
the Jungian archetypes provide the linchpin connecting the realm of the Platonic Ideas to
material reality, and scientists such as Wolfgang Pauli have noted the archetypal character of
mathematics in science. 98
Though empirically based, analytical psychology has progressed primarily through
phenomenological investigation, often with a therapeutic aim, which has allowed it to develop
independently of sciences based on physical experiment and external observation, such as
biology, neuroscience, and ethology. A more comprehensive understanding of reality requires
another coniunctio oppositorum, one that unifies inner and outer perception, and this has led to
the emergence of disciplines such as neurophenomenology.99 Indeed, we may anticipate a future
philosophia naturalis that is both empirical and phenomenological, that is comprehensive in its
scope, and that embraces the practical aim of living more wisely. 100
How can we unite the perspective of the spirit of the depths—as revealed in The Red
Book, in subsequent investigations by Jung and others, in Neoplatonic texts, and in one’s own
active imagination or theurgy—with the perspective of this time, the scientific worldview, which
has transformed our lives in so many ways? I think the key is provided by Anthony Stevens and
other analytical psychologists who have explained the archetypes as the psychical aspects of the
human instincts (i.e., evolved behavioral adaptations of Homo sapiens).101 These instincts
regulate our perception, cognition, motivation, and affect to fulfill biological functions. Symbols
then are numinous because they are the innate or learned releasing stimuli that activate an
instinct, with consequent psychical effects. 102
From the perspective of an evolutionary Jungian psychology, archetypes are
psychodynamical Forms that regulate patterns of behavior. They are universal—common to all
people—and effectively eternal, because they change over millennia at evolutionary timescales.
They have purposes (functions), and because they are forms of human behavior, they manifest
psychically as personalities with their own interests. Phenomenologically, they are our gods.103
Though beyond good and evil, as the psychical correlates of the evolved behavioral adaptations
of Homo sapiens, these archetypal gods have facilitated the survival and flourishing of our
species; in this sense they are beneficent (though still often in conflict).104
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These innate archetypal Forms or Ideas have emerged through materialistic processes
following the laws of evolution. Thus there is a coniunctio between the phenomenal and the
physical, between top-down idealism and bottom-up materialism. The Logos is incarnated.
The God of words is cold and dead and shines from afar like the moon,
mysteriously and inaccessibly: Let the word return to its creator, to man, and thus
the word will be heightened in man. 105
This evolutionary perspective is also broadly consistent with practical Neoplatonic philosophy
and the experiences of Neoplatonic theurgists.

Theurge, Quo Vadis?
Jung titled The Red Book “Liber Novus”; certainly it was new for him and for his time, but
neither the first of its kind nor the last. Though it might seem to be the arcane result of an
esoteric process, it need not be so. From the perspective of a postmodern reinterpretation of
Neoplatonism, it is a typical result of a valuable spiritual practice, known as theurgy in
Neoplatonism and by other names in other traditions. It is the technique that brings us into
contact with the gods and daimones, which helps us to live our lives wisely, even divinely; “to
become gods so far as possible for mortals.” Not everyone will have the time, motivation, or
discipline to practice theurgy, but it is not too difficult and many can learn it.
Theurgy might seem like a peculiar practice for twenty-first century Westerners living in
a culture dominated by science and technology, but it need not be so if we understand the
practices and experiences phenomenologically, as the psychical aspects and experiences of
processes best addressed from the interior and with an attitude that acknowledges their reality.
This will, I think, enrich our scientific worldview immeasurably and help us to live richer, deeper
lives. Then, like Baucis and Philemon, we may welcome the gods into our lives and humbly
entertain them.
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